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About This Game

Description

Elendia Ceus is an epic RPG developed by Aldorlea Games (Asguaard, Moonchild, The Book of Legends etc.) and featuring
about 20-30 hours of playtime as well as a large cast of enemy bosses.
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Storyline

What lies beneath the skies?
This is a question nobody in the cloud world of Elendia wants answered - nobody but one man, LaCaster, who lost his wife as

she passed to the other side.
And because the prophecies say Elendia will collapse if a breach is made through to the other world, you have to stop LaCaster

from trying to revive his wife. But he is a general of the Kingdom and you are only a pirate. He has the power and you are
barely legal. In such impossible adversity, do you have what it takes to stop the imminent disaster from happening?
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Features

Visible encounters

Mouse control

3 modes of difficulty

20-30+ Hours of epic and rich gameplay

Choose whether your characters are "astrology-aligned" for more depth and strategy

50+ secret rooms to discover (and even mega secret rooms!)

6 Relics, 8 Artifacts, 7 Legends, 4 Dragons etc.

Colyseum with 3 Leagues for you to test your skills

Great-looking enemies, beautiful environments and charming music
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Title: Elendia Ceus
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Aldorlea Games
Publisher:
Aldorlea Games
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2019
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